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In the 1940's, the United States Department of Agriculture-Soil 
Conversation Services (USDA-SCS) conducted experiments at Spartenburg, 
South Carolina, and the Stillwater Outdoor Hydraulic Laboratory, Okla-
homa, on vegetation lined channels. The results of these experiments 
provided the information which led to the compilation of the Handbook 
of Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954). The 
semi-graphic design for parabolic channels, triangular channels, and 
trapezoidal channels presented in this handbook have been widely used 
since its publication. 
In more recent years, other more sophisticated analytic design 
procedures which make use of the modern computer in varying degrees 
were developed. The art of estimating the velocity in a channel lined 
with vegetation was replaced by the science of estimating the velocity 
of flow in such channels. The methods available to designers for the 
design of vegetated channels are now either bothersome, semi-graphic, 
iterative procedures, or more sophisticated procedures requiring the· 
use of a computer. 
Scope of Investigation 
The research project described in this thesis was an attempt to 
1 
2 
develop a simple design technique for the design of vegetated channels 
using all the knowledge available at the time. Current techniques and 
design aids were examined. These were simplified to produce design solu-
tions within the bounds of practical application and implementation. Use 
was made of the familiar retardance classes and related standard curves 
found in most texts in preference to other more recently developed models 
for the n-VR relationships. The original standard curves produced by Ree 
and Palmer (1949) were used without modification. No new data were col-
lected or used and the design technique developed was kept as simple as 
possible to facilitate its use in the field or field office where the 
main design facility is a regular pocket or desk calculator. 
A large number of hypothetical channels were designed and a bank 
of solutions covering a range of conditions was generated using a com-
puter. From this data, nomographs were compiled to provide graphical 
solutions to most of the design situations commonly encountered. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this project were: (1) to develop a simple 
analytical design procedure within the capabilities of a scientific 
calculator and (2) to develop a purely graphical design procedure from 




This chapter provides some background to the problems related to 
flow in vegetated channels and channel design that researchers have 
sought to solve. The inclusion of this historical development to the 
present state of the art was considered desirable because some of the 
earlier researchers did not consider that their work provided infallable 
answers to all the design problems related to vegetation lined channels 
(Ree, 1979). The findings of some of the earlier researchers, however, 
were widely accepted and there followed a period in which little further 
interest was shown in this field. 
Analytical considerations of fluid flow and the development of such 
aspects of the principles of momentum and energy are not included. The 
material in this chapter was confined to the state of the art with 
respect to the application of the presently accepted principles of fluid 
flow in the design of vegetated channels. The concluding section con-
tains a summary of the techniques that can be used to construct noma-
graphs for several forms of mathematical equations. 
Background 
The design problem for grassed lined channels is more complicated 
than for bare and other non-vegetation lined channels. Although the 
3 
4 
Manning formula for open channels can be used, it has been shown that 
the value of the retardance coefficient does not remain constant (Ree 
and Palm~r, 1949). Under the influence of velocity :tnd depth of flow, 
the vegetation tends to bend and oscillate as water passes. The retard-
ance of flow in open channels due to vegetation thus varies with these 
two parameters, as well as such vegetative characteristics as stage of 
growth, condition (cut or uncut), plant density, and blade and stem 
flexibility (Ree and Palmer, 1949; Frevert, 1955). These parameters 
are difficult to quantify. The earlier workers in this field succeeded 
in classifying the vegetation most often used to line channels into 
five retardance classes (Ree, 1949). 
Most of the earlier experimental work on vegetation lined channels 
was conducted by the USDA Soil Conservation Services at Spartanburg, 
South Carolina, and the Stillwater Outdoor Hydraulic Laboratory, Still-
water, Oklahoma. In 1946, it was determined that sufficient information was 
available from these experiments to permit the development of a handbook 
for the design of channels lined with vegetation. The handbook produced 
was revised in 1954 and supplemented by data, graphical methods, and 
design charts useful in the design of vegetated channels. This resulted 
in the publication of the Handbook of Channel Design for Soil and Water 
Conservation (USDA, 1954). 
Vegetation Lined Channels 
The work of Ree. (1949) played a major role in the development of the 
Handbook of Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954). 
He showed that in both small and large channels, the Hanning number (n) 
varied with the product of the channel hydraulic radius and the velocity 
5 
of flow in the channel (V). The retardance curves in the Handbook of 
Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954) shown in 
Figure 1 were developed by Ree (1949) from the work done by Ree and 
Palmer (1949) who produced the experimental n-VR curves for a variety of 
vegetative linings shown in Figures 2 through 5. In these figures it 
can be seen that the same range of flow was not used for all the vege-
tative linings tested. The extrapolation of the average n-VR curves for 
each retardance class, therefore, could not be done with great confi-
dence. These curves have, however, received widespread recognition and 
are often referred to as the Standard Retardance Curves. They form the 
basis of the design procedure outlined in the Handbook of Channel Design 
for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954). Further work by Ree 
(1960) showed that for submerged vegetation the typical n-VR relation-
ships of the standard retardance curves was observed to hold. When the 
vegetation remained upright and was not disturbed by the flow, the n 
value bore no consistent relationship to the product of VR. 
The Handbook of Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation 
(USDA, 1954) contains a summary of all the work on vegetation lined chan-
nels done prior to its publication. In this handbook, it is also noted 
that for shallow flow, through upright vegetation with no submergence, 
Manning's n ceases to be related to VR. Valuable guides to the selection 
of vegetal retardance (Table I) and the permissible velocities for chan-
nels lined with vegetation (Table II) are contained in the handbpok. The 
classification of vegetal covers as to the degree of retardance (Table 
III) is also contained in the handbook. The semigraphic design procedure 
outlined in this publication is used by most hydraulicians in the design 
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Figure 2. Experimental n-VR Curves for Very High Vegetal Retardance 
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GUIDE TO SELECTION OF VEGETAL RETARDANCE 
Average Length 
of Vegetation Degree of 
Stand (mm) Retardance 
Longer than 760 A 
250-600 B 
Good 150-200 c 
50-150 D 
< 50 E 
Longer than 760 B 
250-600 c 
Fair 150-250 D 
50-150 D 
< 50 E 
Source: USDA (1954). 
12 
TABLE II 
PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES FOR CHANNELS LINED WITH VEGETATION! 
Slope Erosion Easily. 





































1 Use velocities exceeding 1.5 m/s only where good covers and proper 
maintenance can be obtained. 
2Do not use on slopes steeper than 10 percent, except for side slopes 
in a combination channel. 
3Do not use on slopes steeper than five percent, except for side slopes 
in a combination channel. 
4 Annuals--used only on mild slopes or as temporary protection until 
permanent covers are established. 
5 Use on slopes steeper than five percent is not recommended. 






CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETAL COVERS AS TO DEGREE OF RETARDANCE 
Cover 
Weeping lovegrass 
Yellow bluestem Ischaemum 
Kudzu 
Bermudagrass 
Native grass mixture (little bluestem, 











Grass-legume mixture--summer (orchard 





Excellent stand, tall (average 760 mm) 
Very dense growth, uncut 
Good stand, tall (average 300 mm) 
Good stand, unmowed 
Good stand, tall (average 610 mm) 
Good stand, not woody, tall (average 480 mm) 
Good stand, uncut (average 280 mm) 
Good stand, mowed (average 330 mm) 
Dense growth, uncut 
Good stand, uncut (average 330 mm) 
Fair stand, uncut (250 to 1,220 mm) 
Good stand, mowed (average 150 mm) 
Good stand, uncut (average 280 mm) 
Good stand, uncut (150 to 200 mm) 
Very dense cover (average 150 mm) 
Good stand, headed (150 to 300 mm) 
f-' 
w 








Grass-legume mixture--fall, spring 
(Orchardgrass, redtop, Italian rye-




Source: USDA (1954). 
Condition 
Good stand, cut to 65 mm height 
Excellent stand, uncut (average 115 mm) 
Good stand, uncut (75 to 150 mm) 
Good stand, uncut (100 to 125 mm) 
After cutting to 50 mm height. Very good 
stand before cutting. 





Ree and Crow (1977) conducted experiments to determine values of 
Manning's n for vegetated waterways of flat slopes planted to row crops. 
Their results showed a marked variation of n over the range of flows 
used. Up to a fivefold change was observed. The retardance of the 
vegetation in the channels tested varied through the three highest stand-
ard retardance classes (A, B, and C) shown in Figure 1. The n-VR rela-
tionships, however, were not altogether consistent with the standard 
retardance curves. The value of the Manning's n was found to peak at a 
VR value below one and then decrease markedly as VR increased (Figure 6). 
The variables that caused this phenomena were not identified. 
Kao and Barfield (1978) conducted experiments on simulated dense 
vegetation to determine the hydraulic properties of flow at small non-
submerging depths. Their results (Figure 7) supported the evidence that 
Manning's n increased to a peak and then decreased as VR increased. They 
suggested that the standard retardance curves were not intended for use 
and should not be used for shallow flow applications. 
The empirical curves of Ree and Palmer (1949) are widely used to 
determine Manning's n and feature in most design procedures (USDA, 1954; 
Frevert, 1955; Chow, 1959; Henderson, 1966). Such procedures range from 
the semi-graphic iterative processes to sophisticated computer models. 
Several mathematical models describing the n-VR curves portrayed in the 
Handbook of Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954) 
have been suggested. 
Gwinn and ~ee (1979) presented the relationship 
n = 1/(2.08 + 2.30x + 6ln(VR)) 0.02 < n < 0.2 (1) 
where x = -0.5, 2, 5, 7, 11, for the A, B, C, D, E, retardance classes 
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curves produced using this relationship fell within the experimental 
results from which tlw standard retardance curves were derived (Fi.gures 
2 through 5). 
Temple (1979) sug~ested that the relat i.onshi p 
2 . ln(n) = [0.01329 ln (R ) - 0.09543 c ln(R ) + 0.2971] - 4.16 (2) 
v v 
where R = (VR/kinematic viscosity) x 10-5 
v 
C = 10.0, ·7.643~ 5.601, 4.436, 2.867 for the A, B, C, D, E, 
retardanGy classes respectively 
would produce curves with similar limitations of Manning's n. 
This was not considered a serious constraint as most designs p·rovided fo·r 
maximum and not minimum flow conditions. Temple (1980) suggested that 
the above relationship with 
C = 10.0, 8.0, 6.0, 4.0, and 2.0 
would produce a more orderly family of retardance curves (Figure 8) which 
would still be within the experimental results from which the standard 
retardance curves were derived . 
. In 1969, Kouwen first indicated his reservations concerning the 
empirical n-VR curves developed by Ree and Palmer (1949). He introduced 
a st lffn(•Hs parameter for vegetation and suggested that this could better 
deHcribe the retardance caused by vegetative linings of channels. He 
used various plastic strips with different mechanical properties to 
simulate vegetation. In 1979, Kouwen suggested that Manning's n could 
better be described by the equation 
n = 
g112 (a + bln k/y) 
(3) 
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k deflected roughness height 
y = normal depth of flow 
Kouwen (1979) developed a method of calculating k from the stiff-
ness and density of the vegetation and was thus able to predict n values 
for all types of vegetation under any flow conditions. These procedures 
cannot be easily applied at present, however, because the classification 
of vegetation by stiffness is not yet available. He stated that 
Because the method .•. [of applying his design procedure 
based upon the stiffness and density of vegetative linings] 
... is not lengthy or complicated, it can be applied 
through the use of a small programmable pocket calculator 
and can be incorporated in any mathematical model (p. 18). 
While the above mentioned models are valuable to all resear~hers in 
their quest to understand the interaction of flow with the varying 
boundary conditions of'an open vegetated channel, thei:r application by 
field designers is limited. There is a need by field designers and pro-
fessional engineers for a simple design procedure,compatible with the 
present day means of identifying the retardance classes of vegetation, 
which can be executed with the minimum of time, effort, and mathematical 
manipulation. With such a procedure, a designer would be able to con-
sider several alternative channels which could accommodate the flow 
condi.tions as well as the economic or land use constraints thatmay 
prevail. 
Nomography 
Nomography deals with the graphical representation of mathematical 
relationships for the purpose of obtaining solutions. The use of nomo-
graphs cannot only save time in the repetitive solution of mathematical 
formulae, but also allow the interrelationships of the variables 
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of the relationship to be analyzed quickly and easily (Levens, 1965). 
There are two types of nomographs: (a) the Cartesian co-ordinate chart 
(concurrency chart) and (b) the alignment chart. 
Levens (1965) showed how a family of straight lines could be repre-
sented in both types of nomographs. Using the projective geometry prin-
ciple of duality, he showed how a Cartesian co-ordinate chart could be 
transformed into an alignment chart (Figure 9). The duality relationship is: 
• • • for every line in the Cartesian co-ordinate system 
there is a corresponding point in the parallel co-ordinate 
system, and for every point in the Cartesian chart there 
is a corresponding line in the alignment chart (p. 102). 
In the transformation of Cartesian charts to alignment charts, 
Levens (1965) emphasized that no mathematical expressions need be employed. 
He further showed that a family of curves, after rectification, could be 
transformed into an alignment chart as illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. 
He suggested that such alignment charts provided a simpler means of 
relating the variables involved. Levens pointed out that the rectifica-
tion or the graphical anamorphosis of a family of curves (Figure 10) 
could only be performed if the family of curves could be subjected to a 
bilineality test. This test requires that a rectangular chain, when 
constructed on three adjacent curves, must form a closed loop as shown 
in Figure 12. Besides the parallel scale nomographs, Levens presented 
other forms of alignment charts together with the parametric equations 
governing the spacing between the axes and the scale modulii used to 
graduate the respective scales. These forms, illustrated in Figure 13, 
are the main type forms which can be repeated and combined in a single 
nomograph. The combination of these type forms depends upon the number 
and juxtaposition of the variables in the mathematical relationship 
which the nomograph is to represent. 
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· h(u) + /z(v) = fa(w) 
Scale equations: 
Xu= muh(u) 
Xv = mvfz(v) 
u w v 
---
----
Scale location: vt 
1-+--- a -~H-ot---- b 
(a) Alignment chart for an equation of the form f 1 (u) + 




fz(v) j.,(q) ul 
Scale equations: 
--Xu = muft(u) \ Xv =: mvh.(v) 
Xw == mwh(w) \ 





(b) Proportional chart for an equation of the form 
f 1 (u)/f2 (v) = f 3(w)/f4 (q). 




ft(u) + h(v)/:J(w) = j4(w) 
Scale equations: 
Xu :;:: muft(u) 
Xv = mvh(v) 
Xw = _J!muf:iV!!_L_ 
muh(w) + mv 
Y _ mumvf4(w) 
w -- --------
muh(w) + mv 
u II 
w 
Uo X~ ~ .. 
(c) Nomograph for an equation with a recurring variable 
of the form f 1 (u) + f 2 (v)f 3 (w) = f 4 (w). 
· ft(u) = h(v)f:l(u.!) 
Scale~ equations: 
Xu= mufi(u) 
Xv = mvh(v) 
K 
,rw = --·. .. . . . -.. . ·-
rth(w) + 
h m,. . w ere r, = - · and K IS the length of the diagonal. 
mv . . 
(d) Z-type chart for an equation of the form f 1 (u) = 
f 2 (v)f 3 (w). 






Although the second objective was not essentially dependent upon 
the successful achievement of the first, such success made the task of 
synthesizing the wealth of data required to draw up the graphic solutions 
much easier. The two objectives were pursued in their order of presenta-
tion. 
Analytical Design Procedure 
An iterative design procedure using the continuity equation 
Q = VA (4) 
and the Manning equation 
for parabolic, triangular, and trapezoid channels was developed. The 
'•) 
procedure developed differed from the normal trial and error procedures 
found in the Handbook of Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation 
(USDA, 1954) and texts of open channel hydraulics (Chow, 1959; Henderson, 
1966) in that (a) the hydraulic properties of the channel were described 
in terms of a parameter(s) related to the shape of the channel and (b) 
the calculated value of the velocity of flow (or output) from one itera-
tion was used as an estimate (or input) for the following iteration. 
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Successive iterations resulted in the estimated and calculated values of 
the velocity of flow converging to the design velocity. In each itera-
tion, the numerical value assigned to the Manning coefficient was differ-
ent. The value varied with the product of the velocity and hydraulic 
radius as indicated by the standard retardance curves in the Handbook of 
Channel Design for Soil and Water Conservation (USDA, 1954). 
Models for successive sections of the five curves were developed and 
used to determine the value of n for each iteration. The general forms 
of the relationships from which the models for Manning's n were developed 
were 
n "" a + b VR ( 6) 
for convex sections of the retardance curves and 
n = a + b/VR (7) 
for concave sections of the retardance curves where a and b are con-
stants. 
The constants were determined by substituting graphically determined 
values of n and VR for two different points on the standard retardance 
curves (Figure 1) in the applicable models to obtain two equations. 
These were then solved simultaneously. The acceptability of these models 
was verified by superimposing approximately 50 values of n, calculated 
using the models, on the standard retardance curves (Figure 14). The 
models used to calculate Manning's n and the limits within which each 
apply are shown in Table IV. 
Design procedures were developed for the three types of channels 
most often used for drainage and water conveyance, namely parabolic 
channels, triangular channels, and trapezoidal channels. The design 
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MODELS OF THE STANDARD RETARDANCE CURVES 
Retardance Model Limit2 of VR Class (m /s) 
A n = 0.044 - 0.0139 VR VR < 0.155 
n = 0.046 + 0.0024/VR 0.1S5 < VR 
B n = 0.403 - 0.0288/VR VR ~ 0.047 
n = 0.046 + 0.0096/VR 0.047 < VR < 0.186 
n = 0.0354 + 0.0115/VR 0.186 < VR 
c n = 0.034 + 0.0046/VR VR ~ 0.093 
n = 0.028 + 0,0051/VR 0.093 < VR 
D n = 0.038 + 0.0020/VR VR ~ 0.116 
n = 0.030 + 0.0028/VR 0.116 < VR 
E n = 0.29 + 0.0007/VR VR ~ 0.114 
n = 0.0225 + 0.0015/VR 0.114 < VR 
Parabolic Channels 
The shape of a parabolic channel was described by the width (W) of 
the channel in meters for a depth of 0.305 m (1.0 foot). Wide shallow 
channels were thus characterized by larger values of W and deeper, 
narrower channels by smaller values of W. The hydraulic relationships 
for the channel dimensions such as depth of flow (D), flow area (A), 
wetter perimeter (P), and top width (T) were determined 1n terms of the 
descriptive parameter (W) as shown in Table V. 
For a given discharge, channel shape, and gradient, it is suggested 
that the design of a parabolic channel would proceed in the following 
steps: 
Slope Descriptor 
Flow Area (A) 
Flow Depth (D) 
Wetted Parameter (p) 
Hydraulic Radius (R) 
Top Width (T) 
Manning's n 
TABLE V 
HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS OF PARABOLIC, TRIANGULAR, AND TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS 
Parabolic 
w 
{Q/V 1.207 wu312 
0.882 (A/W) 2/3 
{T + 8/3 D2/T 
approx = T 
{A/P 
approx = 2/3 D 
1.811 \v/D 
From Table IV 
Triangular Trapezoidal 
z Z, B 
{Q/V 1/2 TD {
Q/V 
BD + ZD2 
IAz ( tBZ + 4ZA - B) I ( 2Z) 
21D -1 + -zz 2 DtC+-zz + B 
A/P A/P 
2 ZD B + 2 ZD 
W = width of channel (m) at 0.305 m (1 foot) depth, Z = side slope, B = bottom width. 
w 
w 
1. estimate the velocity of flow (V ); 
e 
2. calculate the estimated flow area (Q/Ve); 
3. calculate the estimated flow depth; 
4. calculate the hydraulic radius (R); 
5. calculate the value of VR; 
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6. determine the Manning's n using the relationship in Table IV; 
7. using Manning's equation, calculate the flow velocity (Vc); 
8. repeat the above procedures until V c = V e. 
With experience, a good initial approximation of the velocity of 
flow can be made, thus decreasing the number of iterations that would be 
required before the estimated and calculated values of the velocity of 
flow converge. Trial computations could be tabulated as shown in Table 
VI. 
The velocity of flow determined in this way should be compared with 
the maximum allowable safe velocity (Table II) for the condition expected 
to prevail in the proposed channel. If the solved velocity is higher 
than the allowable velocity, a broader shallower channel, a reduced 
slope, or a change in vegetation may be needed. 
Triangular Channels 
The parameter used to describe triangular channels was the side 
slope, that is the ratio (z) of half the top width (T) to depth (D). 
Flatter slopes were thus characterized by large values of Z and vice 
versa. Relationships for the hydraulic properties of triangular chan-
nels were determined in terms of Z (the side slopes) as shown in Table 
V. For a given discharge capacity, channel side slope, and gradient, 
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the design procedure should follow the same steps suggested for para-
bolic channels. The computation form in Table VI should be used. 
TABLE VI 
' ' COMPUTATION FORH FOR THE DESIGN OF VEGETATION LINED CHANNELS 



























Two parameters were used to describe the shape of trapezoidal chan-
nels. These were the bottom width (B) and the side slope (Z). In the 
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design of trapezoidal channels, two approaches were considered. For a 
predetermined side slope, a channel could be designed to carry a certain 
discharge by (a) choosing a preferred depth of flow and calculating the 
bottom width needed to provide the required channel capacity or 
(b) choosing a preferred bottom width and calculating the flow depth 
that would occur with the design discharge. 
The latter approach was chosen because of the practical advantages 
of choosing the channel width to suit the equipment to be used in the 
construction. This approach was also found to be more appropriate in 
the generation of design data required later in the study to develop a 
graphical design procedure. Relationships for the hydraulic properties 
of trapezoidal channels were determined in terms of the side slopes (Z) 
and the bottom width (B) as shown in Table V. For a given discharge, 
channel side slope, bottom width, and gradient, the design procedure 
should follow the steps suggested for parabolic channels. The compu~ 
tation form in Table VI should again be used. 
Graphical Design Procedure 
Theory 
The analytical design procedure which incorporated the calculation 
of Manning's n values dependent upon the VR values calculated in the 
procedure was used in developing a graphical design procedure. A com-
puter program (Appendix D) was designed to calculate the geometric 
elements of a range of channels of different shapes and different dis-
charge capacities. A schematic flow chart of the program is shown in 
Figure 15, This program provided the values of the velocity of flow 
(V), the depth of flow (D), the top width (T), the product (VR), and 
RIOd ] Numbef of vrodlenta 
Number of flow rotn 
Numbtr of retordonc1 elatltt 
No 
-------
Figure 15. Schematic Flow Chart of the Program 
Used to Generate Data for the 
Construction of the Nomographs 
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n• 0.046+ 0.2A/VR 
Rttordanct 8 
n • 0.046 + 0.103/VR 
Retardance D 
n • 0.030 ·0.03/VR 
Rttardancl E 
Figure 15. (Continued) 
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Manning's n for a series of channels for which the retardance class and 
shape were specified. Over 4,000 parabolic channels, triangular chan-
nels, and trapezoidal channels were designed using this program. The 
data thus generated were used to construct the alignment charts or nomo-
graphs in Appendices B through D. These charts were constructed in 
two parts, being a combination of two basic forms of alignment charts 
(tevens, 1965). The right-hand half of each chart was the nomographic 
layout for an equation having a recurring variable. The left-hand half 
of each chart was a Z-type chart for the product of the functions of two 
variables. The relationships for the left- and right-hand half of these 




The Manning equation can be reduced to the above forms by the 
appropriate substitution of the continuity equation and the models 
developed for Manning's n as follows: 
In Table IV for the B retardance class, we have the relationship 
n = 0.4 - 0.03 VR 
Substituting the above expression in the Manning equation produces 
0.4 V- 0.03 v2R = R213s112 
Multiplying through by A2 and substituting Q for VA yields 
0.4 QA - 0.03 Q2R = A2R213 s112 
Rearranging after expressing A and R in terms of W and D, according to 
the relationships in Table V for parabolic channels, produces 
(10) 
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For constant gradient (S), the form of the above equation conforms 
with the form of equation (9) with Q as the recurring variable. Using 
this equation, the flow depth can be determined for a channel given the 
channel shape and desired discharge capacity. 
A similar procedure can be used to reduce Manning's equation to an 
equivalent relationship in which the hydraulic radius (R) is expressed 
in terms of the channel slope (W) and velocity of flow (V). For 
parabolic channels, using the relationships in Table V, this results ~n 
the relationship 
(11) 
The right-hand half of each chart in Figures 21 through 27 (Appen-
dices A, B, and C) is the nomographic layout of the above relationships 
with an arbitrary value of 2% assigned to the channel gradient. The 
left-hand side of the charts provides the graphic solution for the depth 
(velocity) of flow in the channel with a gradient of between 0.5% and 
10.0%. The above relationships were not used in the construction of 
the nomographs. They were subsequently deduced to confirm that the 
nomographic layouts used were valid. 
Construction of Nomographs 
The designer of nomographs for problem solution is required to be 
thoroughly familiar with the theory used in an analytical solution. A 
knowledge of the basic forms of equations and their nomographic layouts 
~s also essential. The design technique used to design nomographs is 
an art which is difficult to develop in isolation. The experience and 
intuition of other designers are invaluable. It was the experience of 
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the wrlter's major adviser that led to the choice of the nomographic lay-
out used. 
In the construction of the nomographs for the graphical design of 
vegetation lined channels, a large scale was initially used to graduate 
the depth (velocity) axis. This scale and the distances between the 
vertical axes of depth (velocity), pivot line, and shape parameter were 
chosen so as to utilize as much of an A3 size sheet as convenient. A 
range of shape factors was chosen and the extreme values (high and low 
values) of the range were suitably plotted on the appropriate axis. The 
anticipated mid-value of the range of channel gradients to be considered 
(2%) was located between the depth (velocity) of flow axis and the pivot 
line. Using these three points and the computer generated design data, 
the following steps were followed in plotting the channel capacity curve: 
1. Choose the channel capacity (Q1) to be plotted. 
2. Plot the simulated depth of flow (Dwl) associated with a channel 
shape (W1) and the channel discharge capacity chosen (Q1) on the 
depth axis. 
3. Draw a ray through Dwl and the channel gradient and produce it 





P1 and w1 . 
another depth 
shape (W2) and 
depth axis. 
of flow (Dw2) associated with a second chan-
the same channel discharge capacity (Q1) on 
6. Draw a ray through Dw2 and the channel gradient and produce it 
to cut the pivot line at P2 . 

































8. The point of intersection of P1w1 and P2w2 represents the point 
Q1 on the channel discharge capacity curve. 
9. Repeat for other values of the channel discharge capacity (Q). 
Other values of the shape parameter were then plotted following a 
similar procedure illustrated in Figure 16b. All the channel capacities 
plotted by the previous procedure were used to locate the intermediate 
points between the extreme shape parameter values. This procedure was 
repeated to produce the channel discharge capacity curves for all the 
retardance classes. 
The channel gradient curve was completed using the points plotted 
on the channel discharge curve as illustrated in Figure 16c. The above 
construction procedure conforms with the procedure suggested by Levens 
(1965) for the construction of alignment charts. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The hydraulic design of a grassed channel consists of two stages 
(Ree, 1949). The first stage is to design the channel for stability; 
that is, to ascertain whether the design velocity in the channel exceeds 
the limiting velocity for the anticipated slope, soil, and minimum cover 
combination. The second stage is to review the design for maximum dis-
charge capacity; that is, to determine the increased depth of flow that 
would be necessary to maintain the maximum discharge capacity under the 
condition of highest retardance. In presenting the results of this 
study, a channel design will be executed to show how the design proce-
dures developed may be applied. The design will follow the two stages 
described above. At the conclusion of each design, a freeboard of 
0.100 m (four inches) will be added to the design depth. 
Analytical Design Procedure 
The analytical design procedure is based upon the calculation of 
the Manning's n using the models presented in Table IV. In the graphical 
comparison (Figure 14), the models were shown to portray the standard 
retardance curves satisfactorily. The use of the computation form shown 
in Table VI would ensure the orderly iteration of the design steps which 
have to be followed in order to achieve a solution. The following 
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example illustrates how the analytical design procedure should be 
executed: 
Given a discharge of 6.0 m3 /s (210 cfs) and a channel gradient of 2%, 
determine the section of the trapezoidal channel (4:1 side slopes) lined 
with bermudagrass expected to fall in the B retardance class. 
1. Design for stability (use retardance D, Table III), try a 10m 
wide channel. The number of iterations in the calculations presented in 
Table VII were reduced by the judicial choice of Ve in the successive 
calculations instead of using the preceding calculated value of v· . The 
c 
value of ~V would depend upon the designer's discretion. The value of 
1.70 m/s was compared with the permissible velocity of 1.80 m/s for the 
expected conditions (Table II). As the permissible velocity was not 
exceeded the choice of the bottom width was acceptable. 
TABLE VII 
CALCULATION FOR STABILITY DESIGN 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
B 10.000 10.000 10.000 
s 0.020 0.020 0.020 
Ve 1.500 1.600 1. 700 
A 4.000 3. 7 50 3.530 
D 0.350 0.331 0.314 
p 12.893 12.731 12.586 
R 0.310 0.295 0.280 
VR 0.465 0.471 0.477 
n 0.0360 0.0359 0.0358 
Vc 1.799 1. 746 1. 690 
~v 0.299 0.146 0.010 
Va 1.800 1.800 1.800 
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2. Design for capacity (use retardance B for mature cover). The 
velocity calculated in this section of the procedure (Table VIII) will 
always be less than the velocity calculated in design for stability. 
After a free board of 0.100 m (four inches) was added to the design 
depth, the top width for the total depth (including the free board) was 
calculated using the relationship T = B + 2ZD in Table V. The result-
ing trapezoidal section would then be: 
Bottom width == 10 m 
Depth of channel = 0.530 m 
Top width = 13.440 m 
Velocity of flow = 1.19 m/s 
This design procedure was used to generate the data required to construct 
the nomographs for the graphical design procedure. 
TABLE VIII 
CALCULATION FOR CAPACITY DESIGN 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
B 10.000 10.000 
s 0.020 0.020 
Ve 1.500 1.200 1.190 
A 4.000 5.000 5.040 
D 0.350 0.427 0.430 
p 12.893 13.522 13.546 
R 0.310 0.370 0.372 
VR 0.465 0.444 0.443 
n 0.0602 0.0614 0.0614 
Ve 1.076 1.187 1.191 
/W 0.424 0.013 0.001 
v 1.800 1.800 1.800 a 
Design depth is 0.430 m. 
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Graphical Design Procedure 
The computer program (Appendix E) was used to execute the above 
design procedure for a range of channel slopes, channel gradients, and 
discharge capacities for each of the five standard retardance classes. 
The iterations were terminated when the value of ~V was equal to or 
-3 less than 3.05 x 10 m (0.01 ft ). Over 1,000 hypothetical channels 
for each of the four different channel types were designed and the data 
used to construct nomographs for the design of parabolic channels, 
triangular channels, and trapezoidal channels with side slopes of 4:1 
and 6:1 (see Figures 21 through 27 in AppendicesB through D). 
The nomographs are grouped into two sections for each channel type. 
The first section (five charts) relates to the channel velocity. The 
second section (one chart for parabolic and triangular channels and four 
charts for trapezoidal channels) relates to the channel depth of flow. 
The same discharge capacities, channel gradients, and shape values are 
repeated on the charts in both sections. 
The example introduced in the section on the analytical design 
procedure will be used to illustrate the use of these nomographs in the 
graphical design procedure. 
The design for stability should proceed in the following steps: 
1. Choose a desirable channel bottom width (say 10m). 
2. Choose the lowest expected retardance for the vegetal lining 
from Table III (retardance D). 
3. Choose the trapezoidal channel velocity chart (Figure 25, 
Appendix D) for this retardance. 
4. Draw a ray from the value 10 on the bottom width scale through 
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6.om3/sontheflow curve and produce it to cut the pivot line 
at "a". 
5. Draw a ray from the point "a" on the pivot line through the 
value of 2% on the slope scale and produce it to cut the 
velocity axis at1.7 m/s. 
6. Compare this velocity with the limiting velocity in Table II. 
Change the bottom width if the maximum allowable velocity is 
exceeded and repeat (4) and (5) above. If the solved velocity 
is extremely low the channel may be made more economical by 
making it narrower. 
The design for maximum capacity should proceed as follows: 
7. Determine the retardance class for the mature vegetal lining 
from Table III (retardance B). 
8. Turn to the depth chart for trapezoidal channels with 4:1 side 
slopes (Figure 27, Appendix D). 
9. Draw a ray from the value 10 on the bottom width scale through 
6.0 m3/s on the D flow curve and produce it to cut the pivot 
line in "b". 
10. Draw a ray from the point "b" on the pivot line through the 2% 
value on the slope curve and produce it to cut the depth axis 
at 0.422 m. 
11. Add the freeboard of 0.100 m and calculate the top width of the 
channel using the relationship T = B + 2ZD in Table V ( T = 
13.380). 
T~e trapezoidal section will then be: 
Bottom width = 10 m 
Depth of channel = 0.522 m 
Top width = 13.380 m 
Velocity of flow = 1.20 m/s 
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This procedure can be executed in a fraction of the time required 
by the analytical design procedure and compares favorably with it. 
Reversing the procedure, the maximum discharge capacity of an existing 
channel can be conveniently determined. 
During the construction of the nomographs it was found that in 
some cases it was not possible to develop a curve for low flows in chan-
nels with high retardance. In the region of low VR values, the n-VR 
curves do not conform to the same shape and convergence. The bilinear 
test also fails in this region. The nomographs cannot, therefore, be 
used for slow flows which have little influence on the erect condition 
of tall vegetation (class A retardance). When VR values of less than 
0.1 are encountered, a friction factor of between 0.3 and 0.4 should be 
used when the class A retardance condition applies (see Figure 1). The 
reliability of the nomographs tends to decrease as the extremities of 
the curves are used. 
Statistical Analysis 
An average of about 240 parabolic, triangular, and trapezoidal 
channels were designed using both the analytical and graphical design 
procedures. A range of three slopes, four flow rates, and four channel 
shapes were used for each of the five retardance classes. The design 
parameters of depth and velocity, determined by the analytical and 
graphical design procedures, were compared. The graphical comparisons 
(Figures 17 through 20, Appendix A) showed that there was a good linear 
correlation between the values from the two procedures. 
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Barret al.'s (1979) regression analysis, using a linear model with 
the intercept forced through the origin, was carried out on the results 
for the depth of flow and velocity of flow respectively. The data 
fitted the linear model extremely well showing a very high correlation 
coefficient (R2 ~ 0.999). The standard deviation of the data from the 
model was found to be between 0.008 and 0.014 for the depth analysis and 
between 0.031 and 0.070 for the velocity analysis (Tables IX and X). 
The coefficient of variation of all the data points in ~very case was 
less than 4.4% with a mean value of 2.475% and 3.628% for the depth and 
velocity comparisons respectively. With a variation of 0.986 to 1.001 
in the regression coefficient of the models for all the channel types, 
the analysis showed that the model was a good approximation of the line 
of equal value. The analysis thus showed that there was no meaningful 
difference between the design values of depth and velocity of flow 
determined by means of the analytical and graphical design procedures. 
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TABLE IX 
REGRESSION ANALYSES ON CHANNEL DEPTHS 
Trapezoidal Trapezoidal 
Parabolic Triangular (6:1) (4: 1) 
Regression 
Coe ffi cien t 0.998 1.001 0.998 0.994 
Standard 
Deviation 0.008 0.014 0.009 0.008 
Correlation 
Coefficient 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 
Coefficient 
of Variation 2.225 3.129 2.473 2.074 
TABLE X 
REGRESSION ANALYSES ON CHANNEL VELOCITY 
Trapezoidal Trapezoidal 
Parabolic Triangular (6:1) (4: 1) 
Regression 
Coefficient 0.997 0.992 0.986 0.991 
Standard 
Deviation 0.031 0.032 0.070 0.063 
Correlation 
Coefficient 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
Coefficient 
of Variation 3.267 3.088 4.347 3.808 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
An iterative analytical design procedure and a graphical design 
procedure were developed for the design of vegetal lined parabolic, 
triangular, and trapezoidal channels. Simple models for the five stand-
ard retardance curves (n-VR curves) were also developed. These models 
were used to determine Manning's n in each iteration in the analytical 
design procedure which could be executed using a non-programable sci-
entific calculator. Using a programable calculator or computer, the 
output of each iteration could be used as the input of the next itera-
tion. The number of iterations, however, could be significantly reduced 
by the judicial choice of the value of the input to each iteration. 
The analytical design procedure was used to design a large number 
of hypothetical channels by means of a computer. The design data gen-
erated were used to construct nomographs for the graphical design of 
parabolic, triangular, and trapezoidal channels. The two procedures were 
used to design over 900 channels. The design outputs of the two proce-
dures (depth of flow and velocity of flow) were analyzed statistically. 
The regression analysis on the graphically and analytically determined 
depth of flow and velocity of flow showed that, within practical limits, 
no accuracy was forfeited when the graphical procedure was used. A 
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considcrctble saving in time and greater flexibility was achieved through 
the use of the graphical design procedure. 
Conclusions 
The analytical design procedure developed could be profitably used 
to design vegetation lined channels using an ordinary scientific or 
engineer's calculator. Using the recommended computation form for 
successive iterations, the number of iterations could be significantly 
reduced. 
The use of the graphical design procedure and the nomographs, de-
veloped from the computer synthesized data, vegetation lined parabolic, 
triangular, and trapezoidal channels can be designed in a fraction of 
the time required by other qesign procedures with no significant loss 
in accuracy. The method is especially suitable for field use and is 
more flexible than any other design procedure. The method can also be 
used to determine the discharge capacity of an existing channel in the 
field quickly and easily. Because of the speed and.ease with which a 
designer can execute a design using this graphical design method, this 
method will in the future allow designers to consider many alternative 
designs that otherwise would possibly never be considered. 
The credibility of any design procedure is as good as the data upon 
which it is based. The reliability with which the retardance of the 
vegetation in the channel is classified remains the key to success in 
the design of vegetated channels. In practice, such classification will 
be influenced by the experience and preferences of the assessor. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
GRAPHICAL COMPARISONS OF ANALYTICALLY AND 
GRAPHICALLY DETERMINED DEPTH OF FLOW 
AND VELOCITY OF FLOW 
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OAlA SIMULATION FOR PAR~AOLIC I:HA~NALS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
l• TOP WIOTti AT .).305M OEPTH lONE FOOTI 
fATA INPUT 
1ST CA~O OUA READ IN 12 fOR~T 
NS•NUMAER or SLCPES ftNALYSeOIMAX•lbl 
NCJ•NU"1AER OF Fli"WS IINALYSFI)I"1AX•l<'>l 
N~•NU"1R£R OF RETARUANCE C:LhSS£~ 
2ND CARl) 
SLOPE DATA RFAU IN F'i,' FORMAT 
~RU CARLl 
FLOW 'lATA R[AO IN 1'5 •. i FORMAT 
I~ I MEI'\S I 'J'II S I 10 I , ~I 10 I 
fUAD C'5tll NS,NQ,NR 
If' ('IIQI 400,40J.Ll 
Kffllli';,JIISCIIol"1t'IISI 
1-'FAOC5,21 (QIIItl•1,N.!I 
l F-1 R • G T , ? 0 I Gn Tn I 0 
~R IT E I 6 , ll "i ll 
t.HlTFio,BOI 
Cf' 1 vO I e I , 'II P. 
~>~I T I. I b, 9 0 I 
1l'l 2CO J:1,NQ 
CO 3 00 .< • I, \1 S 
1/l/ISTzf>,J 
C'IIO• C, 0 
V•VLAST 
/I:Q( JI/V 
ll•l A II I 2 ,IJ, l*l I IU I Z, I J, I 
1~ z•o••o. '\ 
R•<'.~:•on ,J 
VRz V*R 
CALL MANIVR, lo ~"'I 
ftNo;MANNING \1 
V= 1 , 'i 8 6*1 R ** ( 2, 13, I I~ I S1 K I * * I J, <;I I/ A~ 
i.N•V-Vl.IIST 
CNOzCNn+t .0 
It- ( C NO •:) T , 2 J J I G. I T '! 7 f 
VLI\SlzV 
I'"IAI'!SIDVI.U,J.:HIGCJ rn ?l 
Gn TIJ 15 
'.oiRrTHt.,9'>IV,VL~ST,C:'II"' 
l F I I , f:.Q .1 I WR I Tl' I~ , l 0 I~ ( K I , IJ ( J I , V 1 'l of , II~; 1\N, R, ho I' 
IF I I • FIJ , 2 l WR l Tf I b, 4 0.1 'il K I ,Q I J)., V, I , I , V H, AN, II, A, P 
If ( I • f (J , 3 I W R I TF ( 6 , r, J I ~ I K l , Q I J I , V , ", 1 , V R , A Ill, ~, A , I' 
IF I I .f Q • 41 \NfJ I Tl I C. ,1, ·:l I •; I K) , 0 I J) , V, •l, 1 , V R, liN, R, A, P 
lr( I.FQ,r; )WRIH 16, 7CI';(K) .)(J) ,v,l,l,V~,AN,R,A,P 
GO Tr. 3 JJ 
f·URMAT( 31 ;> I 
Ft•R "',\f I 1 b ~ 5, 0 I 
Fnll'l11TIL:H~.41 • 
rn R M AT I 4 X , 'A ' , 7 X , F 7, 4 , 4 X , f 7, I , 41 ~ X, f b, 'l I , 5 )(, F 7 , •; , II .' l(!, ~ 7 • ? I I 
~llRMl\l(ttX,•J.I•, fX,F7,4,ttXtF7,!.4('•X,Fb,?I,.,X,f'7,'i ,·I(?X;,~7.1)1 
HIRMATI4Xo 1C', '7X,F7,4,~X,F7,L ,4('•X.fb,21,'>X,f7,'> oH2Xi,r7.0'1·1 
~f'lR'lAT(4~,'Cll, 7X,F7, 1o, 1tl(,l7,1,41'•llt:b,2lt5X,t''T,'i d(:>'(i,F7.?11 
rr.>R"1AT(4Xo'f', 7X,F7,+,'oX,r7,J,~(';x,~~.i'lt5Xtf7,'•, 3(;>X~I 7,?)) 
H1~MI\TIIl<,•r~fTAIHIAr~r.t•,~x,•str•pf:•,4x,•H.r;w RAH·•,;;x, 'VllOCIIY', 
"4X,'DfPTII't'tXt'T1P Wl'lTH',I>X,.'VR 1 ,5X,•MAI\IIIIN:i 1\jtl i 
HlR,.tlli'I'//IOX, 'Z• 1 tf'i,1,?4X,'PI\P\!Jll~ :HA~NfiL5 IIMI'!'•/l,)X, 
*'****"'*"'' o74X, '**"'"*****•*~**"~•••'•'' I I'C'Ii,.AT(• 'I 
f-ORMAT( 'flfiS(,JVI.:;·U.\THI Tll/1"1 O,Jl' ,.'ll0.2,FlJ.ll 
CliNT l'll.'f 
CC'NT INUE 
en~ T I'IIUE 
IF I Z .t>E .10 14• Zt 10 
IF ( Z, L T ,3 'lll•l +S 





















CAU SIMULHIGN FOR TRI~NGIILAR CHA~NHS 
*** .... Jii .............. . 
l • SlOt SLOI'I: Qf CHA'.INf:l 11ANK 
11A TA INPUT 
1ST CARIJ DATA R F.AD IN I;> Fr'IRMA T 
NS.,NIJMFIER CJF' SLOPES ANALYSCIHMAX .. l6l 
"4Q•NIJMfiF.R OF F-LOWS AMLYSFn1"1AX•ll>l 
N~N!J~I'IER OF qETI\RDI\Nf.f: rLPSSE~ 
2ND CARll 
SLOPE rlATA REAO 1111 F5.3 FCP,.AT 
.lP U CARD 
FLOW .DATA REAIJ IN F-5,1 FCkr1AT 
t: 1 "1 r: N S I ON S I 1 0 I , Q I 1 0 I 
Rf:AD (5, 1 I ..,S,'li,lt-IR 
IF I NQI 401.io4.JQ,ll 
·~ E A C I 5, ~II Sl I I, I •1, N ~I 
REA0(5,2) 1QIIlrl•1,NQI 
L • 4 
IFIZ.GT.l'H liCl HI 10 
ok I T F. I 6 tli r; l l 
IJIJ I TFI l,, flO) 
,1(1 1~\) I• lr"'k 
O.R ITt: (b,"'J) 
lli.J 2 CO J • l ,NQ 
w ~co t<• t,N s 
~LAST•o.J 





p .. 2•n•1 1t-Z*•~>• .. o. o; 
fl• A/I' 
liP. •V•R 
Ct\LL MI\"JI VR, I 0 AIIII 
C 1\ I\• M ~~~~N I "J r; '-1 
~zl,4Ab•IRU(Z.I3. ll*I"'K)U(),5))11\N 
[V•V-VLASl 
CNu• CNO +1 .0 
IFICNO.GT.2JJIGO TO 7T 
VLAST•V 
IH AASIOV l .ll- .-1 .01 IGll T'l 2u 
GU TC I 'i 
77 wRITflbo"15)V,VLI\ST,f"Jrl 
?) IHI,f-Q,J )loiRITr(b,3Q)~(KiriJIJ),V,'l,I,VR,IIN,R,A,I' 
If I I .E IJ. (' I looP I TF I 6, 4 J I 5 I I<) , 'J I J l , V, l, T , VI~ , liN, k, A, I' 
lF I I .EQ, "\ l W R I TF. If,, "i 0 I ~I K l , ) I J) , V, l , 1 , VI< , II N, R, A, I' 
1 F I I • F.Q .~ l lolk I Tf I'> , ~ J l <;I K l , (J C J ) , V , ll, I , ~ R, AN, 11, A, I' 
If' I I ,f Q, o; l WR I Tl:: I 6, 7C l ~~ I< I ,lj I J) , V o11 , I , VR, A~, K, fl, I' 
cr:r r c , uo 
1 rn~~~~~TI3I? 1 
2 ~0 R"' AT I 1 e, r 5, .) l 
~ f'1RMIITIIH';,4) 
3 ) r f1 R M A T C 4 X , 1 4 ' , I X , F 7 • 4 o '• )( , f. 7, I , 1+ ( '• X t f I> • 2 ) , '> X , 1- T , '\ , I l l. ~ ·, f T o 2 l ) 
4;"J fClR"'ATI4X, 1 11', 7X,F 1,4,,,X,F7.1,41 •,x,;-&,71 ,!lx,r 7.'i ,'H?X',f7.7.)) 
o;o FNt"~IITI4x,•c•, rx,r7.~t,,,x,n.t,41~~.r& • .?J,5x,H.'·, ,1C7)(!,~7.7ll 
6) f·OK"'ATI4Xr'D'o 7Xof 7. 1tr'+X,~7.! r 1ti"•X,I·(;,;>J ,o;x,r·r.c; o3(?V:,f7,?.)) 
7C F!"•k"'ATI4X,'f.'o 7X,F1,4,4X,J7.·~.41~X,r·t~,2),'iX,F7,', ,·iux',f7.2ll 
dJ f"'I~MATilX,'f),f.TIIROA"'Cf•,·IX,•SLr'P1:',4.><,•rtr~o< R/ITI' 1 ,.1X, 'Vft.CriTY', 
' '•4X •' CEPTH• ,4X ,• TOP W lilT 1-' .~X ,• VR', '">X,' ..,liNN! NG N' I 
8'> ~OR MAT 1 • 1 • 111 v x, • z ~ • ,r s. 1 , 2 4 x, • r R 1 MJ:; u LA" c HA ""'" L 5 "'"', • ,; 1,1x, 
"'***•*•*'• ?.4X, ''·••••••••••,.••••11$JIJ•' ••, Ill 
'.l(J F(IRMIITI' I, 
9r, FIRMATI '•\I:ISirlVIGREATEI< lliA"J O.Ot•,;>f IO.f!,flO.Il 
·~o l CCII'<T tiiiUE 
?J): CC~T INliF' 
1 0) : Cf' N T INLJ E 
lf'll-~) l01r102,ll2 






Gn TC 55 
l~l+? 
c;n Tn 55 
L•/+2,<; 
cr: rc 5o; 


























CATA SIM:.JLATIC1N FOR TRA!'FZ110 CHAt-.Nf LS 
..•...... ~ ......... . 
ij • BOTTOM WIDTH OF CHANNEL 
l • SIDE SL"lPE Jf CHA'II'Hl 'H•NK 
CA TA INPII T 
1ST CARO DAU RtAD IN I?. FfJR"'I\T 
N.i•NUMRFR nr- SLOPES .\~1\L YSf:')C M\1<•1 bl 
NCJaNIIMP.E'R (1F flf1WS Al\l\lfSEI1CMM•l61 
NR•NU"lRE'R M RETAR!lANt:r CL.\SSE<, 
.!NO CIIRO 
<;LOPF nATA Rr:Ail IN F'>,:i rr~"lAT 
lP. I) CARO 
FLOW 01\TA Rf=AD HI f'l,i f"I'JP.~1AT 
'•TH CARD 
t\0 TTOM W trlTH OATfl RFA!) I~ I? r.c1R "lfl T 
f:IMF.f1SI•1N Sll•')I,QilOI 
RFAn I c;, II NS,NQ,NR 
IF INQI 40C,4Q,), 11 
RL~D('i,~l I Sill, 1•1 ,NSI 
I<FI',•1C5, 21 10( I I .I ~1 ,NIH 
I'\~ADC~,41l 
p • 10 
trlfl.GT,"iOI GO T"l 10 
.-P!Tfl6,11"'1l,l'l 
~ 1 rr.c b, ~ Jl 
CU 100 I• l,NR 
wq 1 T E I f> , 9 ,1 l 
JC1 7..:0 J•l ,NQ 





:1= I- fl +I I'*~ 2+ 4* 1\ * ll • * O. 51 I I ?•• ll 




ri\Ll MA"ll VI~, I ,ANI 
M,: '1 ~~IN U~ t; N 
V=I,486·~(RU(;c,I"J, II'•(';IKIU( :),'iii/•\N 
.Jv~ V-Vl.\S 1 
C:'-JU•CNO+I,O 
If I CI\O,GT ,2,).) )t;r rr 7l 
VI \ S 1 =V 
IFIAPSiilVI.lL • .J,Ollr.'1 T"' r'l 
cr, T r 1 ~ 
W< I Tf- I n , o 'i J V , V 1.1\ S T , ( N" 
!(( I,FQ,IIWrlJTF((, .~OISIKit)IJioV,),T,W.,AN,R,II,J> 
If ll,l'(J,~ !WRIT! I>,'+CI'i(KI,~IJ),V,Il,f,/R,IIN, k, A, f' 
I r I I , F Q , ~ I wP I T r ( 6 , o; 0 I ';I K J , ·~ ( J l , V , "; , I , V R , II N, I~, II , P 
rr II.!·() •'• Wk J Tf' In, 1.0 I<;( V. It) I Jl ,V ,1, J, Vk, AN, ''• f\, i' 
IF ( I, F:Q ,<, J o.r< IT f' I!, , 7 0 J ~I K J, 'J I J I , v, (l, I , vI<, fiN, P, A, I' 
Ui Ttl ~J·I) 
f"•{"lATC'I? I 
•·r:k '1A T1 l~f ~. J I 
II)~MATI l'H5,41 
t·r•r. MAT I I"• .I) 
~J ~~~MII114X,•fl 1 , rx,rr,4,,,x,~7.t,41''X.tt •• ?J,"JX,f-7,, .31?~.~ r.nt 
,,,·, ILlll."lATI4X, 1 1'1', I~,F 7,t,,~,~,r7,l,l+lr,x,rn,2) 0 5X.f7,'> oH?lli,f7,?11 
•; cl ~ ( 'P ·~II T I 4X , ' r ' , 7 X, F 7, '• , 4 X, f 7. ! , 4 I c. X , ,. n, 2 I , 5 X , f 1. ·; , ~ I / X , f 7 , ? J I 
'•J, rDK"lAT(I,X, 1 111 , 7X,F7,'t,~X,f7,J,4('•X,I,,?J,'i)l,17,•, ,i(l~,rf.?ll 
7 .; r.•H~ '1 II T( 4 )C, 'f 1 , 7 )(, r 7, '• , 't X, I· 7, t , '• ( '>X ,!I,, I. I , c; X ,f 7 , ., , ;(? ~ , f 7 , 7. l I 
f;) tr·RMATilX,'PicT\i!UA'ICF.•,,x,•sL:'I>f: 1 ,tt.<,•rL(JW I!ATf'I,~X, ''lll'lCITY', 
·:· '• X , ' t EP 'f H' , '• l( , ' T n P w I r)f 'I' , ~ l( , I 1/ R r , '>X , I "lA NN Il\jl; N • J 
11 'i f'l R'1 AT I ' 1' /10 X, 'l • ', ~ .,, I , 1 X, 'F\ •' , I '•• I , I 4X , 
, <·'TR.\PEzrHn CHANNE'I.S lf'1JJI'.tt.)X 
,.,, 
9'> I 




'• J:r : 
"''*••••**' ,'3X,'*"'**•~~t•• rl'tX, '*t~***"'t.a*'.f***"'•***w**f.-*•~·.)1• ,:11) FrlRMAT I' 'I 
rr·II.MATI 1 ARSiilVIGR(ATE~ IHI\"J ),J!',t'tlJ.?,J-IJ,\1 
r,r;t~ li~IUF 
rnNr lfii..IE 
rtlNT IN' I~ 
, •• fl +-IO 




GO TC llO,Z0,30,40,501,1 
10' IFIVR.GT.l.b7IGO rn l'i 
AN•O .44-J .15*VR 
GO TC 7~ 
l'i AN•0.046+0.24/VR 
GO TC 70 
20, IF I VR.GE. 2.01GO ra 21 
IF IV R .L T • ? .0 • A"ll). VR • Gl. 0. 5 I GO T•l 15 
AN •0 .403- (J .11 *VR 
co TO 70 
zr;. A~ 1 •0 .1.141>+0 .t )~/VR 
G(1 TC 7J 
21. ~~~~~ U .03'54+0. 124/VK 
en TC 70 
3'J' IH VR.Gl. t.OIGO TO 35 
AN•D.034+0.04q/VR 
G(J Tr. 7J 
V> AN:rO .028+ O.O'S'i/VR 
en r c 70 
'•.J If I VP.GT .I .ur; I GO rr 4'> 
AN • :i • J 3 !I+ C. 0 2 1/ VR 
CG TC 70 
4., 
•N•0.03J+O.Ol0/VH 
GO TO 70 
').) IHVR.GT .1.?'1 IGO Tn 'i5 
AN•J.029+0.008/VR 
cu TO 70 
5"; ftN•0.0225+0.Jlh/VR 
7J k~' TURN 
END 
APPENDIX F 
DATA USED IN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
95 
ANALYSIS FOP P A~AIOL IC CHA,fL S 
CAS HAP~. ~ er, SLOPE FLOW VCAL VNC~ V.DJF F DCAL OljQM D_DIFF 
I 10 A z. 0 100 Q.. 79261U (I, 192683 o.oooooo 
l IJ A 2.0 200 0.9B41!5ti D.9eH5~> 0 ,OOlODO 
l 10 e o., 2~ 0,1>)7195 0,61,85~ 0.021341 
4 IJ e o. 5 50 0.746951 0, H085~ 0.006098 
5 10 A 9.0 25 Oo3U4178 0.307927 -0.00304q 
6 I 0 e a.o 50 0.362105 0,171951 -0.009141> 
7 10 e ~.o 100 0.451220 '~~54?68 -0.0030~9 
A 10 A e.o 200 o.H'I?6e o.~~2H 1 -o .oo3o••• 
~ 10 t 0.5 ?5 0.~9146 o.,1n7 0 .OIZ10 0 .ltl2561 0,46641>3 O.OOb09R 
I l 1·1 c 0,5 50 C,86R~O O •. fU~O o.ooooo 0.57?21>8 J ,HQ768 o.oooooo 
II 10 c 0,5 I 0~ 1.n117 l.?lq'l -0.01170 0,71t0~54 o, 7~'1?02 -o.ou30~t•l 
17. I 0 c 0.5 ?OJ 1.6C~7h I .1>1110 -0.)?134 . 
I l 10 r. ?..0 7.• 1.0 l ~2ft 0.9~08• 0,07.4~11 o •. l2'12h8 OoH92M O.OOJOOO 
14 l 0 c 1 .o ~0 I ,41> 141 1.41>341 0 ,OOOOQ O.HI5ij5 ~~o!tll!iH~ o.ooooon 
t• 11 t 7.0 100 2. 0·? 105 ?,051~1 ··O,,G.46fl 0,527~3'1 ~.~?14"1? 0 .oooooo 
~,, 10 c 8 .o 2~ 1.1?,61 lotfl ~, 0,0640? o.2ltlvl vo131 1)7 O,OJOOOO 
I 7 10 c q, J 50 ?.44~17 1 .~4U 7 0 ,:JJOO~ 0.292683 J'.78')6''• 0 .00104'1 
l q hl c ~ .o !CO 1,10191 1, H91'1 -o. 0?141• 0.37804? 1)!,161098 -o .nOl04'1 
l? 10 c ·~.o 7.vJ 0.~0104'1 J~"iOflOQH -O.OJl04q 
?C ~~ ll o. 5 7.~ C,6?7J7 :),68~ 98 J,J,hiO 0 .~Z6R29 o 1.42~8J•I o.oooooo 
?l 10 ~ o.~ •o o.q4~17 ,,.~~511 O,OOJO~ 0,54513l ~-5~4~ 7R -J,OO?I4b 
?Z 10 c 0,5 I 01 1.2~105 1.2652~ •0.01210 0,722561 0~72R6~9 -o. oo&09R 
·' l 11 c 7 ,.) ?5 I. l5P~4 l.I4UQ O.OIS74 0,301829 O,l0487R -o .00104? 
'4 l 0 c ~ •. 1 '•0 t.~70P t.~t0~8 0,00915 0,)9)293 Jr IQJZ?l 0 ,OO:JOOJ 
" 
I l D 2. 0 IJO z. 0'1?1 ? , OM41 -o.o~'4Q o.Hezq3 "-'21141 -\J.:)O}U4ct 
' ' 
1<1 D R,O i''i 1.q~zq1 t, IC~4~ o. 02744 0.116463 0·.7.1 03bb 0 ,)U609R 
?f l 0 0 q.~ 50 z.~~~4t 7 .•9H6 -0.00105 0,280488 ::>;.2 '14~90 o.oo~09R 
?A I: I) a. 1 100 3.3~ ~85 3,47~61 -0.10?7~ 0.375000 '· 'lb '181j4 o.009l41o 
?•l 11 0 a.~ 7.v1 . 0,506098 J, 4?D'l< I 0 .00914~ 
'J l c [ 1.~ 7.5 0,9JibA 0.~841• 0 .OH54 ?.35.1~~<1 0, \6~A54 -0.0121<1~ 
'" 
lJ ( ,, . ~ 50 1, J l~ 51 I,?C427 o,nl~24 0,46!<15 ~h'+6h46., -0.00,049 
'? I C F 1,< 100 !,,AJ37 t. fC061 -0.01 ~?? o.t.I890Z 0,67.1<151 -0 ,JOI 04'' 
:'.1 l? F ), ~ ZJO 2, OL~1l1 7, ~7.6R -o ,)3J4<1 J ,8)8415 ,),8567')7 -O,OI8?qJ 
"' 
10 I _.,,.., 2~ 1.52134 J,41HI o. o• 7<~~ 0.253049 0.7.51>098 -o ,JO'JOI•q 
,., l ~ f ?.0 ~J z.oo~tJ I .<1~780 o.ot~Jq o. 332ll7 J,H5JM -o. J03 04<~ ,, I) ( z. J too ?.~7~27 ?.61720 -o .o5 'I'll 0.445111 o.4~5tn 0. 000000 
J7 11 ~.1) 200 '• 16AZ'I '· "11.!lh~ -O,OH~37 0.60~70 1 O,&M7~6 -J ,J 0 lO~'l 
·~ I C 0,) 7'> ?.~!?n 7 ,H<IO? Q,OHI7 0.119878 J,l7'1A76 o.ooovoo l'l 10 A,J •o 1, >AI·•? ~. 24~~~ O,OH~l 0.240854 0.211707 0.009146 
4Q l 0 ~ ,J <,) 1.7.at,q 
·;. ?46 ~· o.o39~'l 0.2408,4 0,?11707 o.ooqt4t. 
'•l l c ~.J IC0 Jollll71 J.:II4J24 J.vu914h 
~~. 1'1 q,o 2~0 0.4VI024 0 .4~l 1J27 () .~060lJfl 
'• ~i ;•() n ·' 7' 0,14074 ' .. 1914~ O,J4R7~ 
'•'• IO o. ~ 'C c.n5M o.22abb -o.o:.Jo5 ,,,, >O o.~ 100 o. 1 0?44 o. J~6l~ o.oo•ro 
,.,, , '),r, 7 OJ o,t.1>?o 0 .1·?5 00 o.otno 
"' 
n ? • .) :·~ C. Jt,CI!~ o.l43 ~n -0,0010• 
4 ,, n 
·' .o r,J ~.4?H~ o.~?~e! -O.OOlfl• 
'•, l'i • ~. 0 1.:. o 0.667~83 J,hb76Jt' 0 ,OOOJJ~ 
'i,J 7' A ~.'l !CO r.. 70~ ?7 ,, 7CI?1 c. 00'10~ ,,, 1'121>83 0,7Q?toA3 0 ,OUJOOO 
• 1 n ? • 0 7 00 O, H21o9l J,PqA780 -O,Jv~09R 
'? lJ • 7. ' lJJ 1.1~146 1.0~1~6 -~ .nh 10 J.197.t•8~ 1),'141)7!10 -0 ,OCJ~O'IH ,., 7·.1 A q,J ?< 0.4~9~R 0.4~711 -o.Ol744 
.. ? 1 • A,J ,J o.1~ 1o• ~.76no -l,OOQ 15 
"' 
n A ~.o 1~11 1.n~1. 1 1. 21 'i'il 0.00~10 0 .4601"· :) .It 78't"iq -o .o 18.-'9 i 
-~ 70 A 8 .o ?<)() t. sr.c; ,J t.e~Qlh o.ooooo o.H4818 J, HJI ?1. -o .OL'i''•4 
"' 
? , n J.~ ;n·, c.~lllt 0.1~817 O,O'.Il~H o.5~497H o.~365t•~ o.ul82~1 
~·l n ~ o.~ •J 0 ,7.?~1·1 o.n~M ~o .on 1•J4" 0,61119• 0,6?~0·JO o. 0121'•~ 
·;·t) lJ ~ o. 5 1.)~ o.li()7'i" o,57qn 0 ,) l R.7"1 ". , .. ,,q~ 1 Q. 740~~4 o. 00(,0411 
(,f)_ ·n A 0 .~ 7.JJ o.~90l'• Q, El!"' I11J o.o-.Jh~R•; 
'" 
?J n '.o 7~ ~.Jn I D O.UilO 0 ,OO<lvO•l ),H8u4? o. !781)4'1 o. vJOJvJ 
'" 
~:') R ?.~ '0 c. 6 4qJQ ,J, OliO O,OIII?QJ o.5tA791 Q.~ll:t41 -o.oo 104•1 ,,, 7C 
" 
?.0 IO·l t.on44 o. ~~6~~ 0.0104(!8 o. 1>40244 o. ~lt0744 J,OJOOOJ 
1·4 7.) R ,,] ~00 1.~1 'S24 I .4~lQJ o.ntHI o.antzz v ,8 )7Ql7 J. ·.Jl21 tl") ,., ,,, D n,,J ,. c. 6620 C.61CH O,Jt2l'l~ 0.25'1146 0 ,2hA2q ., -o .oo'•ll46 
,, ?1 A o,o ~u 1,1)77) : .09756 C,JJ'l614 o •. 10'•879 J, HOO]o, - J, OJb 0'JA 
,,, ?J n n. J ICO I, 767.20 1.7C712 0 .~~4'ft 78 0 ,362 805 O.HI<I~l - o.00914h 
""~ 71 II ~.~ ;>CO 2.~4R7A 2. -!1,?.4 o.0,~'5"H 0.4~17.20 0 •• ~426~ -O,Q)l04'l 
'•" ?{i c ~.· 7~ ) ,11500 0 .3~110 -n .oot)O'fH 0.40l439 o. 1'112?:5 J. iJ.)qlltfl 1·) ;: ) r :J.'i ~J c. 15'-1\411 C.6C~76 -0.01 ~?'ll 0.47l,l>l o.47'it.tn -u.oJ 104" 
71 ;'C r 0 .~ liJO t: ,fthfii')O n.et~~o c.oonoo~ o. ~ l'llt.n 0. liA~'''l! -J.UJ~O'I!It 
1? 7l r. 
'·" 
70) 1,2,1112 t.l~U J,J)304" ,) • 71t0~J!'·"' Q,7~604A • J,JI ~244 
" 
>n c ,? .0 1~ c.~~~4Q o.t~"~'~ o.oooooo o.n74H 0.2174H 0 ,OJOOU<J 
74 ?0 c l,O ~J t.OI~H I ,JPI ~4 -o .~of~~QR O,JZ??M 0.137)17 -o. 00104'1 
7~ l) c z.,) 100 1~4~141 I ,46341 O.OOOOJJ 0.~11~~5 0,411SU~ o. uooooo 
7(, ?0 c a .n ?5 1.107.'1 l.!4H'I o. ooooo,, 0,19Z07J 0. PJ707 :~ o. 000000 
17 20 ( H ,J 
"' 
I .71~hl I • 7164b o .Jo••••n 0.'-11707 Q. 21475h - O, OJJ04q 
78 ?.1 c A ,J t-:o 2,44el7 ~. 4~4Z7 -0,001>09~ 0 ,2926ft3 0.2~<1614 0,00104<1 
7? 20 c a .n 700 1.10791 ,, 33f4l -0,03048A o. 37804 9 o.,Rttt46 -O,OlhO'IA 
IIJ n n ), , ,, 0,47A6t, n,'4n780 -O,JO~I4b O,l4451Z u.n~41' Q, CJ~oq• 
ANALYSI~ FO~, P•RaBQL IC C~ANNELS 
~~s SH~P f RFT SL!lPF F LCW VCAI V~CM V_DIH OCAL ONIJM o_or rr 
., -~~ r o.~ 
'0 Co 6~2C I ,0,7CI21 
-0.(!09146 Oo426ftl'l 0.4?hfl2q 0 .oooovo •? '-' n ~.o 2' Oo81402 0 o82H I 
-0 ,JO'II4t• ~. 7.408~4 O, 24•H~4 O, OJOCOiJ ., n I) 
'· J ~0 1.158~4 -l o141?9 0 ,)11~744 O,JOI82'1 O.l04tiiA ... o. 00 H'1 1tQ "'• .~o D '.I) 100 loHCI?. l. !IJ4P.11 0.~~?44 o, 3'13Z '13 o.~ 11791 O.IJQ(JU(;O q< n c R,) '~ l.l~ 110 1.~71q~ 0 0 q 146 o.1rorv 0.164634 O. OOI,Qf)R "to ;11 0 q,o ~0 lo?Hq1 I, ~2C'n o.ql?l'l' 0 ,l.-Jb4l•3 0.21011>6 o. oot,o~n "7 ..,.,, r. R ,o 10() 2.~"841 2. H~C7 O.I4'1WO O.aOHO 0.?741'10 0, 00' O'>R •n n 11 ~. 0 I 00 ?.-,-.~'•·1 ".6?1 «1!1 -o ,)IH~H OoZft048tl 0,/,74)~0 o. OOI•UqA 11·) ll) p e.J 700 '·'~ "·~ 1, 4lH8 -0.01>40?4 O, H5000 0 .l/,6'10.7 0 .OOIIO'Ift ,,, ·"•) r n.~ 7~ 0 ,(>,1 ~·I o,HJ71 
-O.O'Ofll'•t, 0.1.1741'1 o. 2 1141'1 O,OJUOOD "I 2 ·: f o. ~ ~0 0. 'H 7hR o.•n'•h' ~ ,:)) 'L)t,l') 0,15'$6~') 0, t'Hh~'J o. oo;w;JO I; l J.J ! 0,, ICO t.:nq~, 1.719~1 o.ooonoo 0.4b3'tl'i O.ltt.?511 
-0. oo tul '!'~ r: -~ 11 E ), ~ /JJ L.l\ft7.1? I.~MH 
-o .nIH~ J,uiH?Ol. o.~li~?H -0,01/14~ ... ,. 7'1 f '?,r) 1~ t, t cc; u, l. l'C1 1,_1) o.nn~ no" o.l'l•l u 0 ,Jl)l; 127 0 .OJl.ltll10 lilt 
'" 
f 7 ,.) •o 1 .~n '4 I ,493 ?,) D .0.-1 74)'1 0.?.304') o,,.,:~.H'' o. oooo:;.J "I~, .1, r .?,r"J I ".J 2.00hl1 2, 01 M?'l -o ,)., 19•, ~ .137117 Oo\'1711 I 0.00 1l()CI(l '•I ,,, I. ?.J 1~0 '- . .,~,, ?.~Ch71 
-0,()7 741'1 0.'•4~12l 0 •"'•'H 71 -O.OJ HJI.'J . ,. ' . f ll.J , . l.~.q7h I ·"7'~71 0.01~4o.A ~ .14n'•4 ~.11414~ J. OOhlJ''" .. ~ l.: f q,~ 
'J 7,,1?l0 J, 4f4J~ 0,0174'19 0,1 1981~ 0,17,1HO Q, OOI,lJ'IH 11 .. '' ( li,,) 100 ~.,Ht_,q: 
'· ~07~1 - a·.o~ 1 '41 O.l40~5'• 0. 71Ah'i'' o.ct ?I''J') Ill 7 ( r ~. l ? 0\1 JolZll71 J.117.l71 o. OOIIJ9U I 'l 1·1 A 
' 
,,, 100 (\ .61"'l0l {'),to 1 'iA-.~ 0 .oo '\1)4'} l.:;l :- ~ ~ 7,') 20? J. 71341• O,l't ,,,,,_,., I 
- iJ. C:> \Jt•'l ll'' ,, ~ J,. ~-~ C,l J1~<~,, J,C76??. O,l7/4W t ''"• '•·! J •• 'iO Col4014 0.1}77.0 o.ao'u4'1 , ~ I I lo' 
.),r; I OJ 0,71.~1 J ,l4HO 
-o .o 1" "CJ 1 ~ ) r It_~ J • r, 2JJ o. 40 7.44 o. 411 ~q 
.. 0.00'1141, 1 'II ... ., 
'.I ?' o.non cJ,I!Hl 
-C.Oili'J" I I" .,, 
·'. ~ ',J Jdl,l? ),?.74 :\CJ O.Ho7l7 II' 
'•·' ',] h:O J.'J'Il4(ll J , 1,dc; "1M O.I.J)t>{JCitt Ill 4J 
'. J IJO r.,41Hq ~ ,4'7 12 ·C,JH~P 0, \914fol J.s~·i '"''· J.~)h0'>~ Ill 4 1 • ~., lM ),ohluAl 0 .,, 1h!l? .. 
.. •J. oo·~ 1 ~~. Ill ,,. A , ,) l 00 ) ·' J'·~, o.rtb'•U -0.01 ??J J.t~6Tf,83 '), t, 71•HJ') 
-lJ • .;)QCI)1.tt1 11'· 't) l •• ~ ?~ ,.~n\~4 c. ))~l7 
-o.o•.a "~ 1: •• '~<: ·1 .. 1 •o 1.4?~"~ (), •"BI\4 
... 0 .l 01tlh JJI, 4 ' 1, ) I OJ J,1111l J. ~='' 11 -) ,)1 (4h J,4.J24l'l J,417bH 
.. J.O 1').:!4'• I! 'I 41 ~ .J /CO 1.?2~hl I. 2~-1 C1 -o •• 1?4"~ Cl 0,4(,04,..6 ),4~17()7 
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